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Abstract
We propose an extension of the Teaching Machine project, called Quiz Generator, that allows instructors to
produce assessment quizzes in the ﬁeld of algorithm and data structures quite easily. This extension makes
use of visualization techniques and is based on new features of the Teaching Machine that allow third-party
visualizers to be added as plugins and for new scripting capabilities. Using these new capabilities, several
quiz types have already been produced, which can be applied to any algorithm and/or data structure for
which the necessary visualizer plugins exist.
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1 Introduction
Allowing students to test their knowledge in an autonomous and automatic way
is certainly one of the most important topics within computer science education
and distance learning. Indeed, many systems have been proposed in the literature
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for automatic assessment of exercises in the ﬁeld of programming (e.g. [17,1]), in
the ﬁeld of algorithm and data structures (e.g. [12,11]), and in the ﬁeld of object-
oriented design (e.g. [7]). Two of the most important features that these systems
should exhibit are, from the instructor’s point of view, ease of use and, from the
student’s point of view, the possibility of replicating the same kind of test with
diﬀerent data. In this paper, we focus our attention on the automatic generation of
assessment quizzes in the ﬁeld of algorithms and data structures and on the use of
visualization techniques in generating quizzes [6].
In order to keep the level of diﬃculty encountered by the instructor while gen-
erating a new kind of test reasonably low, we decided to avoid tests based on the
manipulation of a data structure, such as the ones described in [10]. In particular,
we focused our attention on a speciﬁc set multiple-choice quizzes; nonetheless, we
think that the coverage of test types proposed in the following section is quite wide.
Our approach consists of adding quiz generation functionality to the existing
Teaching Machine [4,5] and WebWriter++ [3,2] environment. The Teaching Ma-
chine is a program animation tool for visualizing how Java or C++ code runs on a
computer. It contains compilers for the two languages and an interpreted run-time
environment that runs on a pedagogical computer model that incorporates aspects
of both the underlying machine (physical memory, fetch and execute cycles), the
compiler (expression parsing) and the memory manager (a stack, static memory and
a heap). It has always contained the capability for visualizations at a higher level
of abstraction (e.g. a linked view of data) and has recently been extended to allow
arbitrary visualizer plugins. The Teaching Machine is written in Java and may be
run as an applet or as an application. WebWriter++ is a small authoring system
written in JavaScript whose purpose is to allow authors of pedagogical web pages to
focus on content rather than technology. It provides a number of other automated
facilities such as displaying colour stained code in a visual container with buttons
to execute the code in the teaching machine, edit the code, or play a video about
it.
1.1 Structure of the paper
In the next section, we describe the ﬁve quiz types that are already included in
our framework. In Section 3, we brieﬂy describe the Teaching Machine and Web-
Writer++ extensions, which have been made in order to develop the Quiz Generator
framework. These extensions mainly consist of a new plugin architecture and an
enhanced scripting capability. In Sections 4 and 4.1, we describe a test example and
how the new features of the Teaching Machine and the WebWriter++ tools allow
the system to visualize and assess the test. Section 5 looks at related work. We
conclude in Section 6 by listing some research questions concerning the possibility
of using Quiz Generator as a testing tool, and not only as a self-assessment tool.
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Fig. 1. The ﬁrst and second test types: determining the correct input (left) and determining the correct
output (right)
2 Test types
Our system supports several types of quiz question. These types are similar to the
ones included in the taxonomy proposed in [9]: observe, however, that our main
goal is to deal with multiple-choice quizzes, while the taxonomy is mainly oriented
towards algorithm simulation exercises. In all the question types, visualizer plugins
are used to produce both visualizations of the input and visualization of the output.
• Given a set of diﬀerent inputs and a state S of a data structure, determine on
which input the algorithm was executed in order to reach state S. For example,
given a set of sequences of integers and given a partially sorted array A, the
student is asked to determine which input sequence produced the array A after
a speciﬁed number of sorting steps have been executed See left part of Figure 1.
• Given an input and a set of states of a data structure, determine which state has
been produced by the (partial) application of the algorithm to the input. For
example, given an input sequence of integers and three partially sorted arrays,
the student is asked to determine which array corresponds to the execution of
a speciﬁed number of steps of a speciﬁed sorting algorithm applied to the given
input. See the right part of Figure 1.
• Given an input and the state S of a data structure, determine which algorithm
has been used to produce the state after (partial) execution. For example, given a
sequence of integers and a partially sorted array, the student is asked to determine
which sorting algorithm has been applied in order to produce the partially sorted
array. See Figure 2.
• Given an input and the state S of a data structure, determine how many “steps”
Fig. 2. The third and fourth test type: determining the algorithm (left) and determining the number of
steps (right)
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Fig. 3. The ﬁfth test type: matching the output against the algorithm
have been executed by a speciﬁc algorithm to produce the state. For example,
given a sequence of integers and a partially sorted array S, the student is asked to
derive how many sorting steps have been executed by a speciﬁed sorting algorithm
in order to transform the input sequence into the array S. See right part of
Figure 2.
• Given an input and a set of states, determine which algorithms have been used
in order to produce each of the states. For example, given a sequence of integers
and given three partially sorted arrays, the student is asked to determine which
sorting algorithm (among a speciﬁed set) produces each of the three arrays. See
Figure 3.
Clearly, creating new test types depends quite heavily on the availability of special-
ized visualizers as well as the development of a means to capture their outputs at
speciﬁc points.
3 System software architecture
The Quiz Generator project is an extension of the Teaching Machine project. As
such it extends the two primary tools of this latter project — the Teaching Machine,
which is a program animation tool written in Java, and WebWriter++, which is
a JavaScript library for authoring interactive web pages for teacing and learning
programming.
3.1 Visualization plugins
Quiz Generator leverages an extensive rewrite of the Teaching Machine carried
out in 2006-2007, which permitted the development of third party plugins for the
Teaching Machine. This development allows instructors to develop their own plugins
without touching, or even recompiling, the Teaching Machine core. While such
plugins are not conﬁned to visualizers per se, we believed visualizers would be a
core need. To that end a visualization adapter was developed to permit rapid third
party development. The objective is to allow experienced developers to create new
visualizers in a matter of between one and three days of programming. Indeed, it
was the availability of this capability that got us thinking about developing a quiz
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generator capability in the ﬁrst place.
An important goal of our system is to allow the instructor to produce a test
quite easily. The kinds of tests proposed require a number of diﬀerent visualizer
plugins which, even at only a day or two apiece, can add up quite signiﬁcantly.
Nevertheless, such development cannot be charged against test development as it
would be unreasonable to present students with a visualization on a quiz that they
had not seen in the course. Thus, for the purposes of this exercise, we assume that
appropriate visualization plugins already exist and have been used in the course.
3.2 Scripting the Teaching Machine
Easy production also means a instructor should be able to produce a test with-
out modifying the implementation of a data structure and/or of an algorithm. For
example, if we refer to the ﬁrst test type example and if we assume that the in-
structor has already programmed a Java or C++ class implementing a heap, then
the test can be deployed without modifying this code by simply inserting a few
scripting commands in the Java or C++ code, as comments, and by inserting a few
JavaScript commands within the test web page.
The communication between the host web-page, the Teaching Machine, and the
subject (Java or C++) code goes as follows.
(i) A JavaScript command within the web page invokes the execution of the Java
or C++ code within the Teaching Machine.
(ii) Scripts, embedded as comments within the Java or C++ code, command the
Teaching Machine to produce image ﬁles representing the state of one or more
data structures.
(iii) JavaScript commands within the web page collect the image ﬁles and integrate
this information within the question text.
This approach builds on earlier work with interactive learning pages which uti-
lizes the connection between the WebWriter++ authoring tool and the Teaching
Machine. Moreover, because the execution of the Java or C++ code is done wholly
within the Teaching Machine, we have full control of this execution and of all the
variables involved in the execution itself.
What was needed for the Quiz Generator project was a richer set of embedded
scripting controls for the Teaching Machine than we had needed WebWriter++.
For example, our learning web pages can currently display a code fragment for
discussion, then allow a student to launch the example in the Teaching Machine to
run it for herself, to edit it, or to possibly watch a video about it. Creating quizzes
is more demanding.
4 A sample quiz
Here we expand on the example given for the third type of test described in Section 2
(see left part of Figure 2). Ideally, a student would be presented with a visualization
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of an unsorted array, randomly populated according to parameters laid out by the
instructor. A second snapshot of the array is presented after a partial sort, together
with a list of algorithms. The student is told how many sorting passes were done
and asked to check all algorithms that could have created the second snapshot.
Again, it is assumed that both the appropriate visualization plugins and an
implementation of the sorting code and data structure already exist and have been
used in the course.
To create the quiz, the instructor ﬁrst instruments the code with testing param-
eters, for example:
(i) The size of the array (or a range of sizes, from which one size will be randomly
picked).
(ii) The value range desired for random population of the array.
(iii) The sorting algorithm to be used.
(iv) The number of sorting passes (or, again a permissable range).
The code (or really code sets, since diﬀerent pieces of code will be required
for diﬀerent topics) and the visualizations form a resource base for creating ac-
tual quizzes. The quizzes themselves are be created in HTML (or XHTML) using
QuizWriter++, an extension to WebWriter++.
4.1 Scripting from inside and outside
Let us ﬁrst consider the following simpler quiz question: given an unsorted array
A and a snapshot of A after a speciﬁc sorting algorithm has been partially applied,
the student is asked to determine how many sorting steps have been executed. In
terms of controlling the Teaching Machine, this question is quite limited. We need
to be able to
(i) Load the appropriate code into the Teaching Machine.
(ii) Pass it some parameters, such as the size of the array, the selection of the
bubble sort implementation and the number of sorting steps.
(iii) Start up the Teaching Machine to run invisibly (so the student cannot inspect
it).
(iv) Specify the visualizer.
(v) Take snapshots of the data at appropriate points in the execution.
(vi) Recover the two snapshots (before and after) from the visualizer.
The ﬁrst three and the last of these actions can be controlled via commands
sent from the web page to the Teaching Machine. However taking snapshots is
best controlled by script calls embedded within the subject code. These script calls
call out to the Teaching Machine. It was necessary to develop a second scripting
capability. To distinguish between them we call scripting from the JavaScript on the
quiz page ‘external scripting’ and scripting from within the running code ‘internal
scripting’. Table 1 shows a number of potential scripting calls as well as their current
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External scripting commands
Command Eﬀect Status
run(filename) Loads ﬁlename into the Teaching Ma-
chine and waits at 1st line
Pre-existing
autoRun(filename) Loads ﬁlename into Teaching Machine
and runs it invisibly
Built
insertPorthole(name) Create a container in the quiz for a
snapshot
Built
putSnaps() Load all snapshots from the Teaching
Machine into portholes
Built
addCLArg(arg) Add a command line argument for the
program to be run in Teaching Machine
Built
Internal scripting commands
Command Eﬀect Status
relay(id, call) Relay function call to plugin id Built
snapshot(id, name) Take a snapshot of plugin id for port-
hole name
Built
stopAuto() Stop execution at this point Built
makeRef(id) Use the data structure in plugin id as
a reference for comparison
Built
compare(id) Compare data structure in plugin id to
the reference data structure
Built
returnResults Ship snapshot results back to quiz
script
Built
Table 1
Scripting commands
status.
The quiz questions of Figures 1-3 were produced by using the capabilities of Ta-
ble 1. For example, to engage fully the question posed at the beginning of Section 4
requires the following:
(i) Load the appropriate code into the Teaching Machine.
(ii) Pass it some parameters, such as the size of the array, the selection of the
bubble sort implementation and the number of sorting steps.
(iii) Start up the Teaching Machine to run invisibly (so the student cannot inspect
it).
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(iv) Specify the visualizer.
(v) Take a snapshot of the input state data.
(vi) Start the ﬁrst algorithm
(vii) Have the Teaching Machine stop after it has executed the requisite number of
sorting steps and take a snapshot.
(viii) Capture the output state.
(ix) Execute all other algorithms on the same input data.
(x) At the end of each other algorithm, have the visualizer compare the state of
the array to that saved after the reference algorithm.
(xi) Recover the two snapshots (before and after) from the visualizer.
(xii) Recover data specifying algorithms that produced equivalent sorts.
(xiii) Build HTML for the quiz question.
The scripting calls in Table 1 were arrived at by examining just such quiz sce-
narios.
5 Related work
This paper ﬁts into the third level (that is, the responding level) of the learner
engagement taxonomy presented in [15]. As stated in the introduction, it tries
to avoid some of the impediments listed in [13] and faced by instructors, while
adopting visualization techniques, by making the development of new quizzes as
easy as possible, and by integrating them within a uniﬁed framework, such as the one
provided by WebWriter++ and the Teaching Machine. (By the way, [15] and [13]
provide a good background for the research and development described in this paper,
as well as test settings for evaluation.) Other papers deal with the development
of interactive prediction facilities such as [8] and [14], where web-based tools are
presented and evaluated, and [16],where a tool-independent approach is described.
6 Conclusion and further research
By constructing and examining quiz scenarios we are currently reﬁning what ca-
pabilities we need in order to be able to achieve the kinds of quizzes laid out in
Section 2. Nevertheless, the existing capabilities already span almost the entire
space of controls needed, in the sense that they require almost all the structural ex-
tensions to the Teaching Machine that are needed. The additional scripting mostly
requires the addition of new functions rather than fundamental changes to the
Teaching Machine structure.
6.1 Research questions
Indeed, we are quite excited to have come this far. In the early days of scripting
development it was by no means always certain that we would be able to achieve
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all our objectives. Now that the design space is spanned we can focus on the
development of the extra functionality required. Once that is done, it will allow us
to concentrate on the research questions that are at the core to the whole endeavour
of automated testing:
(i) Given a space of possible questions an instructor might want to ask in data
structures and algorithms, can we build a quiz generator that does a reasonable
job of spanning that space? That is, can an instructor use it to examine most
of the issues he might want?
(ii) Even if we are successful in (i), can we produce enough variations in questions
for the tool to be useful over a large number of uses? That is, can we produce
enough diﬀerent quizzes?
(iii) If we are successful in (ii), can we produce a set of quizzes that are reasonably
equivalent? That is, would students taking diﬀerent quizzes perceive that they
had been treated fairly?
The last question, of course, moves beyond the realm of self-testing into the
more vexing issue of testing for credit. That brings up a whole set of important
issues such as quiz security and the proper gathering of quiz data. Nevertheless,
until these three primary questions can be answered positively, there is no point in
embarking upon these other issues. We are very hopeful that our current approach
will be suﬃciently successful to require these other issues to be tackled in the future.
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